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1 Introduction

One of the most important aspects of learning and comprehension processes is the assessment of the knowledge acquired by the learner or the comprehender. For decades, educators have often used written material such as essays or summaries to evaluate it. From the constructivist perspective, building explanations or producing written material such as summaries produces and improves comprehension of texts (Graesser et al., 2004). Several studies have demonstrated the importance of knowing how to summarise succinctly in understanding and learning, and have shown it to be a good measure of comprehension processes (Brown et al., 1983; Sherrard, 1985, 1989; Wade-Stein and Kintsch, 2004).

Summaries enjoy a privileged role in research on comprehension of texts and its evaluation. For some authors, a text has not been understood if the reader cannot summarise it (Palinscar and Brown, 1984). While it is true that the actual concept of a summary is somewhat imprecise, there might be general agreement that the process of producing a good summary implies understanding a text, identifying the main ideas and transmitting them succinctly (León et al., 2006). For authors such as van Dijk and
Kintsch (1983), summarising involves the capacity to generalise, synthesise and write coherently. It thus goes far beyond reading, since it implies profound comprehension of what is read. In their model of comprehension, summarising is essential to understanding, since it involves extracting the main content of what is read, at the same time eliminating superficial details. Kintsch (2002) himself used the latent semantic analysis (LSA) model in an attempt to find the phrases that best summarise the content of a text. To achieve this aim, he sought structures (titles, subheadings or paragraphs) that best represent the information contained in the text (the abstract information from the macrostructure). Summarising, then, involves establishing relationships between important concepts, and presenting them in a coherent, organised manner. The information must be restructured, further abstracting it from the content of the text. The summary allows us easier access to factual and conceptual knowledge in memory. Summarising allows us to build on information in the classroom further and better than simply rereading a text. It allows students to formulate more pertinent questions, and the teacher to evaluate the extent to which the material was understood. In this line, we subscribe to a popular eighties school of thought (see review by Bransford et al., 2000) that learning to summarise is a central aspect of the comprehension process, so that reliably evaluating a summary is key to knowing whether a student has a deep understanding of a text.

The demands placed on teachers make it very difficult to find time to evaluate essays and summaries and give feedback to each of the students individually. Usually, an evaluation of summarisation involves human judgments of different quality metrics, such as coherence, conciseness, grammaticality, readability, and content (Mani, 2001). However, even simple manual evaluation of summaries on a large scale over a few linguistic quality questions and content coverage as in the Document Understanding Conference (DUC) (Over and Yen, 2003) would require over 3,000 hours of human efforts. This is very expensive and difficult to conduct on a frequent basis. There are tools currently available which can evaluate texts reliably automatically as well as automated essay scoring (Burstein, 2003; Burstein et al., 2003; Dikli, 2006; Elliott, 2003; Higgins et al., 2004; Landauer et al., 1998; Larkey, 1998; Lin, 2004). These tools are apt for awarding a final grade, and more importantly may be valuable for monitoring a student’s progress, or to provide students with longitudinal information regarding their level of ability. Two of these automatic tools are ROUGE-N (Lin, 2004) and LSA (Landauer et al., 1998b). Our research has focused mainly on LSA, which we will describe briefly.

LSA offers a mathematical representation of a semantic domain. It can also be conceived as an automatic statistical method for representing the meaning of words and passages of text (Landauer and Dumais, 1997). This tool is capable of analysing a huge dimensional matrix where each row represents a digitalised word (term) and each column represents one paragraph (document). After that, LSA reduces the original matrix via SVD – a mathematical technique that reduces the dimensionality of a matrix into a new semantic space where each word and each document are represented as a single vector. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that this reduced semantic space preserves the semantic relations between words and documents, as humans do. In this semantic space, it is possible to compare units of a piece of information with adjoining units of the text to determine the degree to which the two are semantically related. The units of textual information may be sentences or paragraphs (e.g. Foltz, 1996; Landauer, 1998; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Landauer et al., 1998a) or summaries (e.g. Foltz, 1996; Kintsch et al., 2000; León et al., 2006). LSA measures the similarity between two pieces of text using the cosine between the two vectors.
During the last 20 years, its capacity to simulate aspects of human semantics has been widely demonstrated (Landauer and Dumais, 1997). LSA has been used abundantly in the field of education. For example, it has been used to evaluate online comprehension using verbal protocols while asking students to read (usually self-explanations) (McNamara et al., 2004; Millis et al., 2007). LSA is an appropriate tool for capturing the meaning of these verbal protocols. In these studies, LSA reveals different kinds of learning strategies when the students read, or rather when they discuss what they are reading. It detects, for example, that some tend to paraphrase what they just read, while others usually relate it to other phrases read previously, or to their prior knowledge. Since these different strategies generally imply different levels of comprehension, LSA can be used quite successfully to predict the level of comprehension, to evaluate the predominance of reading strategies, or to give appropriate feedback to students, coaching them towards better use of strategies (McNamara et al., 2007; Millis et al., 2007).

Another educational application of LSA uses computer tutors (Graesser et al., 2005; Wade-Stein and Kintsch, 2004). Graesser et al. (2005) created a tool called AutoTutor, using a computer to hold conversations with students in natural language. Students are presented with common problems from the curriculum script, and using an animated agent AutoTutor gives them feedback until they manage to give a satisfactory response to each problem. Another computer tutor is Summary Street by Wade-Stein and Kintsch (2004). This tool coaches during the process of writing a summary. The basic idea underlying this tool is how to teach students to summarise. These computer tutors teach students to resolve problems (e.g., summarising) without individual attention from a teacher, a difficult task if we consider the lack of educational resources available today. In simple terms, what LSA does is compare what students write with texts built into the tools (ideal summaries, main topics, keywords, etc.) using the cosine measure. Thresholds are set such that if the cosines rise above them we assume the student response covers the pertinent aspects. If the cosine does not reach the threshold, the computer tutor gives clues to help the student include the missing information. The central feature is the dynamic interaction between student and machine. If a stimulating environment is combined with good task design, the results show a notable improvement in student responses (Graesser et al., 2007).

A third example of an LSA application in the field of education is based on automated assessors (Foltz et al., 1999; Landauer et al., 1998a). For example, Foltz et al. (1999) created the intelligent essay assessor (IEA). These methods are based on using the cosine to compare student essays with a source text. One very common method uses an expert summary (normally by a grader or teacher) as a source text, thus creating what they call a ‘golden summary’ (Landauer et al., 1998b; León et al., 2006). These tools automatically provide an essay score, sometimes offering impressive results, proving as reliable as the expert judges (trained graders or teachers) themselves. Another similar application by French authors Dessus and Lemaire (2002) is the APEX system. This system, based on LSA, provides texts for students to summarise, and then evaluates the summary.

2 Objectives

In this paper, we present several proposals for improving LSA tool’s evaluation of brief summaries. We focus on a variety of studies where we have tested LSA’s assessment,
using short summaries (less than 50 words) of narrative and expository texts. We present these studies in a coherent manner to show the improvement in assessment quality obtained over several years by selecting the best methods in the literature, creating new algorithms that capture some authors’ ideas, and finally combining LSA with other automatic system as ROUGE-N (Lin, 2004).

It is important to note that LSA-based evaluations have normally been applied to relatively long essays (over 200 words), but few have tackled the use of LSA to evaluate brief summaries of only 50 words. When texts contain fewer than 1,000 words, it is only natural that the summaries are shorter than those used in most LSA applications (Wade-Stein and Kintsch, 2004; Landauer et al., 1998b, Rehder et al., 1998). The summaries analysed in the three studies presented here all have a maximum length of 50 words. We did not, then, focus on whether LSA is a good system for assessing the quality of essays since there is ample evidence of this. Rather, we have focused on whether LSA can be considered a reliable system for assessment of very short texts.

We present three main objectives in this paper.

1 We analyse the quality of six widely-used methods for assessing essays (Foltz et al., 2000; Landauer and Dumais, 1997), and try to establish which methods should be used when LSA analyses the quality and content of short summaries (León et al., 2006).

2 The second objective is to analyse how new algorithms could improve the reliability of LSA with human graders when assessing short summaries of an expository text (Olmos et al., 2009). In this study, we have been inspired by some authors’ ideas that consider LSA in a new light (Denhière et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2007; McNamara et al., 2007; Kintsch, 2001, 2002).

3 Finally, we present an assessment method to combine LSA as a semantic computational linguistic model with ROUGE-N as a lexical model, to show how combining different automatic evaluation systems can improve the quality of assessments at different academic levels.

3 Componential vs. holistic: Which is the best LSA method?

In order to establish a consistently reliable LSA assessment method for grading short texts, we tested LSA’s ability to simulate human judgements about summaries. We compared six methods applied by other researchers in previous studies (e.g. Foltz et al., 2000; Kintsch et al., 2000; Landauer and Dumais, 1997). These researchers have distinguished between holistic (H) and componential or analytic methods (C); all of these methods except one have been used previously to score essays. Holistic and componential methods differ in the way they score the summaries. Whereas holistic methods provide a scoring of the summaries on the basis of their overall similarity to the global text (or expert summary), componential methods calculate scores based on the similarity of multiple components of the summary (such as individual sentences, coherence, content or main topics) to the global text. According to Foltz et al. (2000), each approach has its own advantages. Whereas the holistic method can typically provide a more accurate measure of the overall quality of a summary, the componential scoring
method can provide more specific detail about which components of the summary scored better. In this study we selected six different methods, four holistic and two componential, which are described below.

Method H1: Summary-text. This holistic method consists of comparing each student’s summary with the full text to derive the LSA cosine. The higher the cosine between the summary and the original text, the better the summary will score. This method has been applied by Kintsch et al. (2000) using summarisation tasks in their summary street computerised tutoring system.

Method H2: Summary-summaries. A second holistic method consists of analysing all of the summaries produced by students to establish similarities between all of them. Each summary is then assigned its average cosine in comparison with the average cosine for the other summaries, meaning that the summary most similar to the other summaries would receive the highest evaluation; the second most similar summary would receive the second highest evaluation, and so forth. Landauer et al. (1998b) used a similar method, but they applied the distance matrix to student essays instead. The matrix of distances between all essays was unfolded to the single dimension that best reconstructed all of the distances, and where an essay fell along this dimension was taken as the measure of its quality.

Method H3: Summary-expert summaries. A third holistic method consists of assessing student summaries by comparing them with an expert summary. In our study, six summaries written by experts were chosen as the standard, and the LSA cosine of each student summary compared with the average LSA cosine of the six expert summaries was computed. Thus, the student summary that was most similar to the expert ones was evaluated as the best. A similar method was applied by Landauer et al. (1998b) to student essays.

Method H4: Pregraded summary-ungraded summary. In this final holistic method, a sample of summaries was first graded by 100 instructors, then the cosine between each pregraded summary and the remaining ungraded summaries was computed. Once the cosine was computed, each ungraded summary was assigned the average score of a set of ten very similar summaries, weighted by their similarity. The main strength of this method is that it uses human judgements as the starting point. This method has been applied by Landauer et al. (1998b) to student essays.

Method C1: Summary-sentence text. This componential method consists of comparing each summary with each sentence in the text that was read. The cosine is computed by averaging the cosines between the participant’s summary and all the sentences from the text.

Method C2: Summary-main sentence text. This last componential method is very similar to the previous one. It consists of computing the cosines between each sentence in a student’s summary and a set of sentences from the original text that experts consider to be of importance, then averaging the cosines. This method has been applied by Landauer et al. (1998b) to student essays.

The Spanish LSA corpus used in this study contains 2,059,234 documents (i.e., paragraphs), which include 1,661,954 different terms (without syntax parsing), with the corpus finally set at 337 dimensions. Three hundred and ninety 14 to 16-year-old students from secondary schools in Madrid participated voluntarily in this study. The participants were required to write a concise, four-line summary with a maximum of 50 words (198 summaries of a narrative text and 192 of an expository text). To compare the quality of the LSA assessments, four PhD students evaluated the content of the summary on a scale
of 0 to 4 on the basis of its four main components, and the summary coherence on a scale of 0 (incoherent) to 6 (highly coherent).

Interrater reliability between human expert ratings ranged from .79 to .86 (Pearson correlation). The reliability between LSA and humans raters was statistically significant for all six methods, but in general the holistic methods work better than the componential methods (especially for the expository summaries).

The results showed that the two best methods were pregraded summary-ungraded summary, and the summary-expert summaries. One important finding of our study concerns whether the length of a summary (maximum 50 words) is a key factor in assessing quality in relation to its LSA cosine. For this aspect, our correlations were similar to those found by Kintsch et al. (2000) in their study of narrative texts on ancient civilisations. One interpretation of our results would be that restrictions on text length are compensated for by a greater conceptualisation of the summary and by a higher concentration of key information or main topics contained in the texts. This viewpoint supports the idea that LSA is sensitive to semantic information in terms of conceptualisation and abstraction. The reliability of these two methods compared with human graders ranges from .41 to .63 (Pearson correlation) for the expository text and .46 to .58 for the narrative text. In these two methods evaluations were made using only information contained in the summaries. The three worst methods directly compared information based on the text, instead of an ideal or ‘golden’ text. However, the philosophy of the summary-expert summaries method is better for the main aim of LSA (automatic assessment) because it does not need any prior information from human graders (unlike the pregraded-ungraded method, which also works particularly well, but for which LSA requires a pool of summaries previously scored by human graders). Also, the summary-expert summaries method underlines the key idea that it is a good idea to create some ideal texts as reference texts to compare with the candidate texts (in our case the student summaries).

4 New algorithms for evaluating short summaries of expository texts

In the previous study, we analysed the LSA evaluation methods that have been used in recent years (Foltz et al., 2000; Kintsch et al., 2000; Landauer and Dumais, 1997). One of the limitations of these methods has been to conceive LSA as a model of semantic representation. In this sense, LSA is a static theory of language where each word is represented as a vector in a reduced and latent semantic space. However, some authors have tried to give LSA more psychological plausibility, two excellent examples being studies by Denhière et al. (2007) and Kintsch (2001). These authors have wondered what would happen if we were to conceive LSA as a model of semantic processing. In the study by Denhière and his colleagues, LSA is conceived as a semantic space that models children’s semantic memory. Kintsch’s study describes the predication algorithm, which makes language more context-dependent, and among other things this reduces the impact of the polysemy problem inherent in LSA (Deerwester et al., 1990). Another limitation of previous studies is the mathematical information used in the methods analysed. Some authors have therefore proposed new mathematical extensions (Hu et al., 2007; McNamara et al., 2007). The study by Hu et al. presents the ‘adaptive method’ to make more efficient use of the latent semantic space when LSA is assessing physics protocols by students. Another example is presented in a study by McNamara et al. using a
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weighting algorithm to reflect variations in the importance words have in different sentences. With this contribution in mind, the objective was to analyse how new algorithms could improve the reliability of LSA compared to human graders assessing short summaries of an expository text. We propose the introduction of new algorithms in this study to reflect the mathematical-psychological models proposed by the above authors in the context of summary assessment. The algorithms are as follows.

The common semantic network algorithm. LSA is not capable of distinguishing multiple senses of a word, since a single vector represents only one word. This is known as LSA’s polysemy problem (Deerwester et al., 1990). Kintsch (2001) showed that the LSA model could be used to provide a good semantic representation (the algorithm is applied to sentences with the structure argument-predicate), as long as the specific role of the predicate is taken into account. The essence of the algorithm is to strengthen aspects of the predicate appropriate to the argument. In other words, this algorithm extracts a context-dependent meaning; for example, in LSA’s representation of the sentence ‘this lawyer is a shark’, Kintsch (2000, 2001) proposed that only neighbours of the predicate associated with the context need be considered. Therefore, associated neighbours such as aggressive, predatory or tenacious would be activated, but not fish, swimmer or gills, since although they are close neighbours of literal shark-properties, they are not related to the argument. In this way, the algorithm incorporates information about neighbours, so that the information in shark is linked via a semantic network to lawyer. We used the same idea to establish a common semantic network between the summary by a student and the summarised text. The general idea behind our adaptation of this algorithm was to provide additional semantic information in the summary vector. Thus for a summary, instead of representing the vector with the sum of its words we added to the summary its closest neighbours, expanding the semantic network. Now, the summary comprised its own words and others semantically related to it. In psychological terms, the algorithm means that when we express something in a piece of language, the meaning conveyed is more than that expressed explicitly. Therefore, our final vector represented in the LSA space consists of the words from the summary and the concepts that are semantically most closely related. We adapted this algorithm because instead of adding to the student summary its n closest neighbours, we only added to each student’s summary the p terms most closely related to the expository text (where \( p < n \)). The common semantic network algorithm first extracted the summary’s 50 closest neighbours. In the semantic network, we then included not the 50 (n) neighbours but the 20 (p) most closely related to the expository text, where \( p < n \) following Kintsch’s (2007) criteria. Thus, 20 terms were added to the vector summary, and these terms were semantically related to both the summary and the expository text. The semantic network was extended by

1. activating the summary’s closest neighbours
2. suppressing neighbours not related to the text
3. retaining those neighbours with relatively strong links to the text.

The Best Dimension algorithm. Instead of using the entire semantic space to represent a text, Hu et al. (2007) used only dimensions that best contribute to improving LSA assessment’s verbal protocols. This algorithm makes intelligent, discriminative use of the semantic space. In our case, we applied it to summaries by randomly selecting 30 out of 192 summaries to train the method, and the remaining 162 to validate it, in order to avoid
overfitting the algorithm to the whole sample. The four graders rated them and we noted the average grade for each summary; we thus previously obtained 30 ratings by human graders. LSA rated these 30 summaries as follows. First, it removed the dimension that obtained the worst Pearson correlation between LSA and human grader average, and obtained the best $p-1$ dimension semantic space in terms of LSA-human grader reliability. Second, it removed the dimension in this reduced space that most reduced LSA-human grader reliability. The algorithm continued until the worst 20% of the dimensions were removed, leaving us with the semantic space that most contributed to LSA-human grader reliability. Each summary vector therefore had 80% of the original information and LSA used only the most relevant features of the semantic space, in much the same way as human graders consider only the most relevant features when assessing summaries.

The Euclidean distance. The cosine has habitually been the measure used by LSA to evaluate texts (or rather to evaluate similarity between texts). As a consequence, we noticed that some summaries with insufficient detail were rated as very similar to expert summaries or to the summarised text, i.e., ratings provided by LSA were overestimated. For example, suppose that we use the summary-text method (see Section 3, ‘The six methods’) to assess summaries where we compare the student summary with the text summarised. Figure 1 represents this case graphically – the large arrow represents the vector of the text, and the small arrows represent two student summaries, called S1 and S2. Note that S1 is closer to the text vector than S2 in terms of the cosine (smaller angle), but if we consider the Euclidean distance (the distance between the arrow tips), S2 is closer to the text than S1. As a solution to the cosine problem, we used the Euclidean distance measure (see a description of this and other measures in Rehder et al., 1998). This measure incorporates both vector length and cosine. Vector length reflects the quantity of detail in the summary, and the cosine reflects the amount of semantic similarity. Euclidean distance is therefore an algorithm that contains more information about the summary content, and probably improves the reliability of LSA for assessing summaries. We feel this measure is particularly sensitive to the method used for assessing summaries. Euclidean distance would offer different quality using the summary-text method compared to the summary-expert summaries method. Since an expert summary has approximately the same level of detail as a student summary (same vector length), Euclidean distance would not be an appropriate or sensitive measure with the latter method.

The Spanish LSA database developed for this study contains 372 documents with similar contents to the expository text used in the study. These documents were taken from internet resources, textbooks, and online encyclopaedias. In total, it holds 5,995 lemmatised words. The semantic space was set at 75 dimensions, which cover 40% of the total variance. The expository summaries were the same as those used in the previous study, and these 192 summaries were rated by four expert graders on a 0–10 point scale. As in the previous study, the expert graders’ ratings are used to establish LSA reliability with each of the stated algorithms (common semantic network, Best Dimension and Euclidean distance) and with standard LSA procedure. The rating using standard LSA procedure was taken as the baseline used for comparing the other algorithms. Each algorithm derives its own vectors for each summary and the standard has the usual vector for each summary. To rate each summary, we compared each vector with the text vector (summary-text method) or with six expert summaries (the summary-expert summaries method).
Results. We found differences in the magnitude of reliabilities, depending on the algorithm \( F(3,24) = 11.50, \ MSE = 0.02, \ p = .05 \). However, these results are modulated by the interaction effect (see Figure 2).

There was an interaction effect between algorithm and method \( F(3,24) = 7.21, \ \ MSE = 0.02, \ p = .05 \). The interaction was caused by the Euclidean algorithm: failing to increase the mean reliability in the expert summaries method, this algorithm does not seem to work well. The simple interaction effects were as follows: we found that the Best Dimension algorithm showed higher reliability than the baseline in the summary-text method and in the summary-expert summaries method \( p = .05 \). We did not find any
other differences in the mean between algorithms for the summary-text method ($p = .05$). The common semantic network algorithm and the baseline algorithm did not differ significantly, although the common semantic network algorithm has higher reliability means with both methods. This statistical test is not very powerful (four cases per group), which probably explains the lack of significant differences. Finally, the reliability of Euclidean distance proved the same as the other algorithms in the summary-text method ($p = .05$), but gave its worst results in the summary-expert summaries method ($p = .05$).

Our objective was to find algorithms closer to the dynamic cognitive processing of texts than standard LSA, which gives a static representation of semantics. In order to improve LSA performance, some authors have proposed extensions. Some of these extensions have concentrated on algorithms that select dimensional information intelligently (Hu et al., 2007), or on algorithms that change the static semantic representation into a context-dependent representation (Kintsch, 2008). Our solution has been to create three new algorithms that incorporate (or remove) some adaptive information in the vector representation of the text. Thus, the Best Dimension algorithm suppresses those dimensions that affect reliability. The common semantic network adds semantically related neighbours connected with the summarised text to the vector summary; Euclidean distance incorporates vector length as a measure. Are these algorithms capable of improving assessment quality for expository texts? Of the three algorithms used in this study, only the Best Dimension algorithm supports this idea. In LSA, dimensions have no explicit interpretation (which is not the case for factorial analysis), but not all the semantic dimensions are task-relevant. In the same way, we probably do not use all our semantic memory when we undertake a task. This algorithm seems to remove some dimensions that contain noise in assessing written material, and retain those dimensions that discriminate clearly between good and bad summaries. In the near future, the next step could be to rotate the semantic space to find a new base with meaningful dimensions (Hu et al., 2007). The common semantic network algorithm also showed promising trends and results; it is based on the idea of simulating a number of semantic phenomena, one of which is context dependency in similarity assessment (others mentioned by Kintsch, 2007, are metaphor comprehension or causal inferences). This algorithm enriches vector summaries with relevant terms, but in the future it should be refined – for example by enriching the summary only if its neighbours exceed a fixed threshold. Thus, an anomalous summary might not benefit from the algorithm, while summaries scoring high semantically would. Euclidean distance did not obtain as high LSA-human grader reliability in the summary-expert summaries method as in other studies (Jorge-Botana et al., 2010), but since it incorporates vector length it would be a good measure for certain tasks (e.g., we have recently seen that the Euclidean distance algorithm can distinguish better between expert and novice answers than the cosine can). We think this method was inappropriate for the summary-expert summaries method because the Euclidean distance cannot discriminate well between good and bad summaries. In this method, LSA compares the Euclidean distance between an expert summary and a student summary. Probably the measure of the distance between expert and student summaries is not sufficiently sensitive and cannot provide good ratings, since both groups are forced to keep within a maximum length of 50 words – we believe this to be the most plausible explanation for the interaction found with this algorithm. The method works well when at least some of the texts compared are not limited in length, as we can see in the summary-text method.
5 Combining LSA with ROUGE-N to grade brief summaries

The last study focuses on another strategy that is probably most fruitful in automatic evaluation of essays. The strategy is simple: combining different automatic evaluation systems to improve the assessment quality of essays. In our study, we use a combined method that captures semantic similarity and semantic space (LSA) as well as lexical similarity (ROUGE-N), analysing its reliability comparing to human graders’ evaluations. The information that we used from LSA was semantic similarity commonly provided by the cosine measure, together with information on the extent of knowledge LSA has of the terms represented in a semantic space (provided by the vector length measure).

The novelty in this study is the incorporation of the lexical measure ROUGE-N (Lin, 2004). The typical approach to finding the similarity between two text segments is to use a simple lexical matching method, and produce a similarity score based on the number of lexical units that occur in both input segments. ROUGE-N includes measures to automatically determine the quality of a summary by comparing it to other (ideal) summaries created by humans. The measures count the number of overlapping units such as n-gram, word sequences, and word pairs between a candidate summary to be evaluated and the ideal summaries (Lin, 2004). For this study, we selected ROUGE-N because it included an n-gram recall between a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. ROUGE-N is computed as follows:

\[
ROUGE_N = \frac{\sum_{S \in \text{referencesummary}} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in S} \text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)}{\sum_{S \in \text{referencesummary}} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in S} \text{Count}(\text{gram}_n)}
\]

where \(n\) stands for the length of the n-gram, \(\text{gram}_n\), and \(\text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)\) is the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. It is clear that ROUGE-N is a recall-related measure because the denominator of the equation is the total sum of the number of n-grams occurring on the reference summary side. Note that the number of n-grams in the denominator of the ROUGE-N formula increases as we add more references. This is intuitive and reasonable because there may be many good summaries.

The main aim of this study was to use an LSA-based computational method and ROUGE-N to reliably evaluate particularly brief summaries. The LSA method incorporates the essential information from the latent semantic space:

1. a measure of semantic similarity using the cosine
2. a measure of the vector length or extent of knowledge about the text
3. ROUGE-N incorporates the lexical information with the co-occurrences between student summaries and reference summaries.

786 Spanish students from four grade levels took part in this study. Student ages ranged from 10 to 23 years. Of the 786 students, 238 were from 6th grade, followed by 192 students from 8th grade, 198 students from 10th grade, and lastly 158 university students. Of the 786 summaries they produced, 396 were summaries of a narrative text, and the remaining 390 were summaries of an expository text. Again, we compare the quality of
our automatic method with the evaluation of four trained PhD students that evaluated the 786 summaries on a scale of 0 to 10. LSA was trained with a general domain Spanish corpus that had 2,059,234 documents (i.e., paragraphs) and 1,661,954 different terms. A semantic space with 337 dimensions was used.

5.1 The proposed method

To implement our method, we used a database comprising 100 summaries of narrative text and 100 expositive text summaries, distributed across four grade levels. The sample used to adjust the method is called the training sample, and allows us to calculate the way we obtain the scores with LSA and ROUGE-N, although it is not used to evaluate the reliability of the method. Each of these summaries was graded independently by each of the four judges on a scale of 0 to 10, awarding up to four points for content and six points for coherence of the summary. Blind scoring was used, in other words, the graders were unaware of the student’s academic level. An average score was obtained using the four graders’ scores. After this an ordinary least squares linear regression was calculated, where the dependent variable was the graders’ average score and the independent variables were vector length and semantic similarity. The regression equation for the narrative text was:

\[
\text{NarrativeScore} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Vectorlength} + \beta_2 \text{Similarity} + \beta_3 \text{ROUGE-N}
\]

And the regression equation for the expository text was:

\[
\text{ExpositoryScore} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Vectorlength} + \beta_2 \text{Similarity} + \beta_3 \text{ROUGE-N}
\]

where \( \beta_0 \) is the constant, \( \beta_1 \) is the coefficient for vector length, \( \beta_2 \) is the coefficient for semantic similarity, and \( \beta_3 \) is the coefficient for the ROUGE n-gram measure. Once the regression calculations are done, we took a new sample of summaries (the validation sample). This time there were 296 summaries of the narrative text and 290 summaries of the expository text. Summaries were again graded independently by the four graders, using the same scale from 0 to 10. An average was taken of the four judges’ scores to obtain a single grade, which was then used to assess the reliability of the scores awarded by LSA and ROUGE-N using the regression equations. The independent validation sample was used to avoid overfitting, to make it easier to generalise to new summaries.

Results: The regression line to predict the grades for the summaries of the narrative text was:

\[
\text{NarrativeScore} = -.73 + 4.18 \text{Vectorlenght} + 6.69 \text{ExpertMethod} + 69 \text{ROUGE}
\]

where the vector length coefficient was statistically significant (\( T = 2.73, p < .05; 95\% \text{ CI: 1.14-7.22} \)), as too was the expert method coefficient of semantic similarity (\( T = 3.08, p < .05; 95\% \text{ CI: 2.38-11.00} \)), and the ROUGE-N coefficient (\( T=2.96, p< .05; 95\% \text{ CI: .23-1.15} \)).

The regression line obtained for the expository text was:

\[
\text{ExpositoryScore} = -4.31+10.36 \text{Vectorlenght} + 11.44 \text{ExpertMethod} + .73 \text{ROUGE}
\]
Once again, the vector length coefficient was statistically significant ($T = 7.61$, $p < .05$; 95% CI: 7.66-13.06), as was the coefficient associated with expert method ($T = 6.33$, $p < .05$; 95% CI: 7.85-15.03), and the ROUGE-N coefficient ($T=4.21$, $p<.05$; 95% CI: .38 – 1.07).

To obtain a grade for a new summary (narrative or expository), then, we had only to calculate the vector length of the summary, a measure of semantic similarity using the expert method and a measure of ROUGE-N.

The LSA and ROUGE-N-grader reliabilities were calculated using the validation sample. This sample was set aside to avoid overfitting of reliabilities, and thus allow generalisation of results to other summaries. Table 1 shows the reliability of LSA and ROUGE-N with individual judges and with the average judges’ scores in both texts (calculated with Pearson’s r correlation). For the narrative text, the reliability of LSA and ROUGE-N ranged from .65 to .70 for the individual judges, and reached .72 with the average judges’ scores. As for the expository text, the LSA and ROUGE-N-grader reliability ranged from .76 to .83, reaching .85 with the average judges’ scores. The results for the reliability scores were better for expository than narrative text.

Table 1  LSA+ROUGE-N-grader reliability for each text and human grader

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Grader 1</th>
<th>Grader 2</th>
<th>Grader 3</th>
<th>Grader 4</th>
<th>Grader average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>.65**</td>
<td>.70**</td>
<td>.66**</td>
<td>.67**</td>
<td>.72**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expository</td>
<td>.76**</td>
<td>.80**</td>
<td>.82**</td>
<td>.83**</td>
<td>.85**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **p < .01

We found significant differences between LSA and ROUGE-N-human grader reliability for the expository text ($r = .85$, $p < .01$) and LSA and ROUGE-N-human grader reliability for the narrative text ($r = .72$, $p < .01$). Reliability for the expository text was thus significantly higher ($p < .01$).

Table 2  Unique contributions and combined effects of the three effects considered (LSA cosine and vector length) and ROUGE-N on grader assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Unique effects</th>
<th>Combined effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSA (semantic similarity)</td>
<td>LSA (vector length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>R square</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability (Pearson correlation)</td>
<td>.61**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expository</td>
<td>R square</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability (Pearson correlation)</td>
<td>.68**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **p<.01
To study the effect of combining LSA and ROUGE-N it is important to see the individual effects on predicting grader assessments. Thus, we ran three regression equations isolating each of the effects considered in this study. First, we use the LSA semantic similarity (expert method) to explain the graders assessment. Secondly, we included only vector length measure in the regression equation of the LSA measure. Finally, we run the regression with the ROUGE-N measure. Table 2 shows these unique contributions to explaining grader assessments.

For the narrative text, the most important effect is the ROUGE-N measure ($R^2 = .46$). However, there is an advantage when the three effects are included simultaneously, as we can see in the combined effects column. When the three effects are in the equation, the change in the proportion of variance is statistically significant, with an improvement of about 4%. In fact, in a stepwise regression, the first effect that enters in the equation to predict the grader assessments is ROUGE-N. In a second statistically significant model, the next effect incorporated in the equation is the LSA semantic measure (expert method). Finally, a third model is run in which vector length improves the model significantly. For the expository text the individual effects have approximately the same importance in predicting the grader assessments ($R^2$ varied between .46 and .52). The combined effects column shows a considerable benefit when the three effects are included simultaneously (the gain in the proportion of variance is more than 20%). Thus, the combination of the three effects seems more important for the expository text than in the narrative text.

LSA significantly increased the reliability when combined with ROUGE-N. This integrated method improves the model significantly, and the reliability seems more important for the expository text than the narrative text (Pearson $r$ correlation .72 for narrative, and .85 for expository text). A possible interpretation of these results supports the idea that a method combining semantic and lexical similarities increased reliability compared with human graders. The results showed progress toward fulfilling these aims, although in general they are relatively more satisfactory for evaluations of the expository summaries studied in this paper. We must assume, however, that our results do not constitute a sufficient basis for the generalisation of our findings, since they were drawn from only two text samples (one narrative and one expository). Further research is needed.

6 General conclusions

The availability of automatic tools to evaluate reliably and help detect strong or weak points in summaries may take pressure off of teachers, at the same time providing the student with assistance in everyday tasks. LSA has become one of the most widely-used computational tools in recent years, and one of the fastest-growing areas of application has been the field of education. This tool needs to be complemented with new algorithms to overcome some of its limitations (Jorge-Botana et al., 2009; Olmos et al., 2009), and mathematically optimise the usage of the latent semantic space (Hu et al., 2007). It is also possible to combine several of these algorithms, as in our implementation combining cosine and vector length. We should, however, link them with psychological models such as semantic memory (Denhière et al., 2007; Jorge-Botana et al., 2010) or with other computational models of language (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). Once all of these
contributions are added, the potential and the capability of LSA in the educational sector will be far greater.

The studies also present some limitations. The computer-based tool described in this paper is not yet ready for classroom implementation, so we must realistically consider what the current findings indicate, and what still needs to be done to make this tool more usable in classroom applications. In addition, further research is required with more texts in order to form a sufficient basis for the generalisation of our findings. In general, our studies showed a strong dependency related to the number of words contained in the summary. For very short summaries, the quality of evaluations made using these methods as well as by human graders depends entirely on the number of words in the summary – a serious limitation to evaluating very brief texts that can be partially overcome using the methods we propose. More research is required, however, in order to improve assessment quality in these highly conceptualised texts.
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